Introduction
A pattern recognition mechanism generally consists of several subsequent stages: data acquisition and preprocessing, dimensionality reduction (also termed feature extraction) and classication [1] .
Measurement sam- PCA does not examine the aliation of data points to specied pattern classes; therefore, as a supervised learning method, needs to be aided with a feature subset selection algorithm [5] . The goal of feature selection is to nd optimal feature subset providing the best separation and aggregation of pattern classes by means of feature subset quality criterion: the objective function [5] .
In order to recognize a pattern in a test sample, the pattern recognition system rst needs to be trained with The pattern recognition system described in this article was initially developed for the array of chemoresistive gas sensors, presented in [6] . This paper concerns the research on adaptation and development of the pattern recognition system for analysis of data acquired from the optical sensor matrix, aiming at estimation of the temporary blood volume in the POLVAD prosthesis prototype [7] .
Data source and preprocessing
The datasets for numerical analysis were measurements of light reected from the membrane in the blood chamber in all possible pair congurations of 12 light emitters and 32 light detectors. The details on experimental setup and data acquisition process are described in [7] .
In a measuring series the blood chamber was alternately lled up and drained in 080 ml volume range. Preliminary research involved analysis of 9 patterns (for multiples of 10 ml including 0) to verify capabili-
ties of the dimensionality reduction mechanism. As the results were promising, a decision was made to dene patterns for every multiple of 5 ml in 080 ml blood chamber volume range. That resulted in 17 volume patterns and hence was targeting maximal absolute deviation of ±2 ml. 
The optimization problem is to nd minimum of the objective function, where K number of pattern classes, k pattern class index, X k coordinates of pattern class points, Y coordinates of pattern clusters' centres. 
Classication
For classication of the test samples to particular pattern class the kNN method is used [1, 6] . The classication tests were performed for k = 5 KNN in reduced, 3D
feature space (the rst 3 principal components).
The measuring series were divided equally into train- 
Research on reducing the number of matrix optical elements
The other goal of feature selection in the research on blood chamber volume estimation is to nd a possibly least numerous feature sets that preserve decent quality, so that the number of emitters and detectors could be reduced and data acquisition circuit [7] simplied. Especially reducing the number of emitters is important, as it results in shorter measurement time per sample.
An attempt was taken to reduce the number of emitters 
where F number of features in active feature set, P penalty factor (a constant within range of 10
Q feature set quality (objective function value), Q P penalized quality. Depending on the value of penalty factor (a constant), respectively less numerous feature sets are favoured.
However, less numerous feature sets (< 20 features)
obtained with an assist of penalty factor lead to significantly lower pattern classes aggregation and unacceptable classication results. Further research in this area is planned.
Conclusions
The conducted researches show that the pattern recognition system has been successfully applied for estimation of the temporary blood volume in a pneumatic chamber of the POLVAD prosthesis.
The results of classication indicate that the blood chamber volume can be estimated with uncertainty of less than 5% by means of optical measurement method aided with pattern recognition.
The biggest diculty at the classication stage is dealing with pattern classes, which are overlapping on scatter plots. The problem grows with the additional reduction of feature set count by means of penalty factor. Further research will focus on improving the classication accuracy for very small feature sets (less than 20 features with only 2 or 3 emitters involved). As a preliminary concept, it is considered to implement a cascade classier, that might identify the test sample in two steps: rst analyzing all 17 patterns, then verifying the recognition result (e.g. 30 ml) with second classier trained with relevant three neighbouring patterns only (e.g. 25, 30, 35 ml).
The other area of planned research is to explore different feature projection algorithms. The PCA method was used after assumption of Gaussian distribution of the datasets. Future research will examine applications of non-linear PCA (NLPCA) transformation [8] expecting to achieve better pattern classes separation and aggregation.
